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Introduction to the NEMA Billing Guide
PG&E welcomes you to the Net Energy Metering Aggregation (NEMA) Program.
Thank you for participating in the green energy movement! Whether you have
been participating in NEMA or are new to the program, PG&E would like you to
know the NEMA program is undergoing regular updates to improve the customer
experience.
This walkthrough intends to familiarize you with NEMA billing under the NEM 1
Tariff. It will describe the NEMA Billing methodology, NEMA Billing statements,
and include important reminders to keep in mind before making any changes to
your NEMA arrangement of meters.
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Net Energy Metering (NEM) Basics:

A. Bill Presentment
Differences
B. NEMA Allocation
Table Definitions

NEM measures the difference between the amount of energy you produce and
the amount of energy you consume. Energy generated by your system first and
foremost is used to provide energy to your property. This offsets the amount of
electricity that PG&E provides. Any excess electricity that your solar system
generates and is not consumed on-site is exported to the grid. When your system
is not generating energy (for example, at night) or it does not generate enough
electricity to meet your energy needs, the shortfall is supplied by PG&E.

NEM Billing overview:
• NEM customers are normally on a 12-month billing cycle that results in what is
known as a “True-Up.” Throughout the year, energy charges are offset by
excess electricity you have exported to the grid. At the end of the 12-month
billing cycle, all charges and credits are reconciled to determine whether or not
you have a remaining balance. If you have a credit balance, you may be
eligible to automatically receive payment through Net Surplus Compensation
(NSC).
• For more information regarding how NEM works, please visit
pge.com/nembilling.

How Net Energy Metering Aggregation (NEMA) Works:
• NEMA allows a single customer with multiple meters on the same property or
on adjacent or contiguous (continuous) properties, to use solar generation to
serve your energy needs and aggregated load behind all eligible meters and
receiving the benefits of net energy metering. Below are the key items
associated with how NEMA works:
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o NEMA “arrangement”: composed of the group of electric meters associated
with your generating system that will receive the energy generated, e.g.
“allocated credits.”
o Generating meter (or generating account): the electric meter that is
selected and physically tied to the generating system.
o Benefitting meters (or aggregate accounts): all other electric meters on
your property(ies) that will receive the energy benefits from your generating
system (virtually.)
o Due to reallocation between the generating meter and the benefitting
meters in the NEMA arrangement, Customers participating in NEMA are
ineligible to receive net surplus compensation.
• Customer Account: Also referred to as “account”, it is the main account
established with PG&E by the Customer of Record (the owner or name on the
account). The account establishes such details as who is financially
responsible for maintaining the service with PG&E and the main contact
information. An account can be composed of a single meter/service
agreement ID or multiple meter/service agreement IDs (or multiple electric
services).
• Electric Service Agreement ID: An account-specific number representing an
electric service tied to a physical electric meter. The service agreement ID (or
SA ID) includes information such as what electric rate the customer has
selected and it uses the load information from the associated electric meter to
calculate the applicable energy charges. Residential customers generally have
only one electric SA ID under one account.
• Electric Meter: The physical meter that records the amount of power that
PG&E supplies to the customer’s site.
• Kilowatt-hours (kWh): the unit of measure for how much energy you consume.
• Kilowatts (kW): the unit of measure for how quickly you consume energy.

General Facts of NEMA
• The SA ID and/or meter number often change as a result of participating in
NEMA.
o Account changes: agricultural and commercial services normally maintain
their existing SA IDs when they are updated to reflect NEMA, whereas
residential accounts usually change.
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SA IDs and/or meter numbers may change multiple times over the
course of the customer account, but the customer account number
should not change unless it is closed by the customer of record.
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Since every electric meter has a meter number and a corresponding
SA ID, you may use either if you need to contact PG&E about your bill.

o SmartMeters: Customers who do not have a SmartMeter already installed
are likely to have their meters changed during the field inspection portion
of the interconnection process. In some cases, existing SmartMeters may
also be changed in order to better connect remotely with PG&E. Note:
SmartMeters have the words “SmartMeter” labeled on the electric meter.


The preferred metering for a NEMA benefitting account is a
SmartMeter. Having a SmartMeter installed for each benefitting meter
account will reduce the likelihood of delayed billing.

o Once all of the SA IDs in the NEMA arrangement are updated to reflect
NEMA, you will begin receiving monthly Detail of Bills (DOB) for each SA
ID in the NEMA arrangement, if you had not already been receiving them.
These DOB statements will be sent to you in addition to your monthly
Energy Statements (or Blue Bills).


Since a DOB will be sent for every electric account in the NEMA
arrangement, you may request to receive one DOB by contacting
PG&E at 877-743-4112.

Energy Allocation Methodology
• The NEM program is designed to first offset the consumption (or load)
associated with the generating meter and then export any additional power
back to PG&E. Therefore, the exported power (or generation) that is used in
the allocation methodology is equal to the exported generation from the
generating system minus the power needed to serve the load tied to the
generating meter, not the total power exported from the generating system.
• The NEMA program is designed to allocate generation credits (or exported
power) based on a 12 billing-period cycle so that the generation credits
allocated are proportional to each SA ID’s annual consumption within the 12
billing-period cycle. In this way, the SA ID in the NEMA arrangement which
had the most consumption (or cumulative usage) would also have the
proportionate amount of available generation credits allocated to it.
o Monthly bills: the credits from the exported generation are applied monthly
based on the most cumulative usage up to that billing period, not the
most usage for that one billing period. For example, if in the second
month of NEMA billing, an electric meter used more power than any of
the other meters, it may still not get the most exported generation credits
allocated to it for that month due the cumulative usage on another
electric meter being greater over the two months under review.
• NEMA Customers have one of the most complex billing methodologies when
compared to all the other NEM programs because each successive billing
period is dependent upon the previous periods. Every month, the NEMA
billing methodology reallocates the exported generation credits among all of
the SA IDs based on the dynamic shifting of the cumulative usage on each
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electric meter. By the True-up (the 12th billing period), each SA ID in the
arrangement will have been allocated a percentage of the exported
generation credits equal to the percentage of its respective cumulative usage
divided by the sum of all the usage in the NEMA arrangement.
o

While complicated, the NEMA billing methodology is designed to ensure
that all renewable generation receives value, as long as the cumulative
usage across all of the SA IDs in the arrangement is larger than the
cumulative generation. This methodology ensures that all of the
renewable generation is applied where it best serves the customer by the
True-up.

Billing Walkthrough
In order to understand how the NEMA Allocation methodology works, we will review the key tables
from the DOB (Detail of Bill) of both the generating meter and the benefitting meter. For the purposes
of this section of the walkthrough, we will utilize the language on the DOB bills when describing the
generating meter (NEMA Generator Account) and the benefitting account (NEMA Aggregated
Account). The walkthrough will be based on the following NEMA arrangement:
• Generator Account (Residential meter on E1)
• Benefitting Account (Agricultural Pump on AG4A)
A.

Key NEMA Tables

DOB of Generator Account
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1. The service dates on the top of the DOB will match the service dates on the Energy statements
2. The DOB clearly designates which electric meter is the generator account by including the heading “NEMA
GENERATOR ACCOUNT”
3. The rate schedule includes the words “NEMA” after the current rate
4. In this example, since this is a residential account, the third paragraph mentions that the energy charges are
reconciled and due at the end of the True-Up
5. Anticipated completion of your 12 month billing cycle when you will receive your true-up bill
6. Service Address
7. Associated account and SA ID for the billed meter
Billing Summary

o
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This table displays your current energy charges. Both the “NEM Billing Fees” and the “Minimum Charges”
are calculated in tables found later in the DOB.
o The NEM Billing fee includes the one-time setup charge of $25.00 per aggregated account and for the
generator account, plus a monthly charge of $5.00 per aggregated account and for the generator
account, including the first month. Note: Beginning from page 2, the tables may be located on an earlier
or later page due to additional calculations that are pertinent to that account type.
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•

Summary of Current Month’s Energy Charges/Credits
o Applicable Energy Charges: Depending on your rate, a utility bill is comprised of service charges, demand
(kW) charges, energy (kWh) charges, and standby fees. Note: only energy charges may be offset by the
exported power of the generating system.
o If you are a residential customer, you have the option of paying your energy charges monthly or at the end
of the year. Depending on the exported power from your generator account, it may be more beneficial to
pay monthly. Otherwise, any charges accrued on the account will all be due at the True-up.

o
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These values are calculated in the table titled “True-up History Summary”. The value is based off of net
consumption which is dependent upon the generation allocated and the energy consumption.
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•

TOTAL USAGE (Table titled “BILLING ENERGY”)

o

o

•

CHANNEL ID: A unique numerical value assigned to the electric meter
 Channel A (the numerical value in the “Channel ID” column with the letter “A”)
represents energy pulled from the grid (i.e. energy delivered by PG&E to you)
 Channel C (the numerical value in the “Channel ID” column with the letter “C”)
represents energy exported back to the grid (i.e. energy sent to PG&E from your solar
system)
 The sum of “Channel A” and “Channel C” is your net consumption for the billing period
and is the billed amount of energy.
 If you see multiple reads for both the A & C channels, it is due to either a monetary rate
change or a season rate structure change (e.g. switching between summer and winter
rates in the middle of a bill period).
 If your net usage is negative for the bill period, you are a “net generator” for that bill
period. Alternatively, if your net usage is a positive for the bill period, you are a “net
consumer” for that bill period.
METER BADGE: the physical electric meter number. Channel C represents the meter to
which the solar system is tied. Channel A represents the meter to which the bill
corresponds.

BL CHG (TABLE TITLED—“RESIDENTIAL ENERGY CHARGES”)
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EC TAX (TABLE TITLED —“ENERGY COMMISSION TAX”)

DOB of Benefitting Account

1. The service dates on the top of the DOB will match the service dates on the Energy statements
2. The DOB clearly designates which electric meter is a Benefitting account by including the heading “NEMA
AGGREGATED ACCOUNT”
3. The rate schedule includes the words “NEMA” after the current rate
4. In this example, since this is an agricultural account, the third paragraph mentions that the energy charges
are due monthly
5. Anticipated completion of your 12 month billing cycle when you will receive your true-up bill
6. Service Address
7. Associated account and SA ID for the billed meter
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Billing Summary

This table displays your current energy charges. Both the “Service Charges” and the “Demand Charges” are
calculated in tables found later in the DOB. As a reminder, “Service Charges” and “Demand Charges”
cannot be offset with generation credits.

o

B.

Allocation Example

In addition to the key NEMA tables mentioned above, the table that may be the most challenging to understand is the
NEMA GENERATION ALLOCATION table located on the DOB of the generator account. This table shows the dynamic
reallocation of the generation credits based on the cumulative usage of each electric meter. We will review the NEMA
Generation Allocation table and clarify how each calculation is done for billing periods 1, 2, and 3, and then review the
th
12 billing period (True-up).
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To simplify this table, we will break it into the “Usage Section” and the “Generation Section” of the NEMA Generation
Allocation table.
Month 1

Usage Section of the NEMA GENERATION ALLOCATION table

For this billing period, since the benefitting account has no usage and because this is the first month under NEMA, the
allocation is very easy. It is only equal to the exported power (Channel C) of the generator account.
A.
o

BILLING PERIOD USAGE
Generator Account: It is equal to the Channel A value located in the BILLING ENERGY table, which is 402.
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o

B.

Benefitting Account: Since there is no usage on the benefitting account for this billing period, no credits will be
allocated to it. This zero value is also represented by the absence of values in the CURRENT MONTH METER
INFORMATION table (boxed in red below)

CUMULATIVE USAGE
o
Generator Account: Since this is the first month on NEMA for this 12 month billing cycle and since there
was no usage recorded on the benefitting account, the CUMULATIVE USAGE value is equal to the BILLING
PERIOD USAGE value, which is 402.
o
Benefitting Account: Since there was no usage in this billing period for this electric meter account, the
value is zero.

C.
TOTAL CUMULATIVE USAGE: In the first month, this value is the same as the CUMULATIVE USAGE value
(402). This value will always be the same in all of the electric meter accounts in the arrangement since it is the sum of all
of the usage in the NEMA arrangement.
D.
ALLOCATION PERCENTAGE: Since there is no usage for the benefitting account, all of the exported power is
allocated to the generator account. As mentioned previously, the value is 0 because there is CUMULATIVE USAGE on
only one electric meter account in the arrangement.
Generation Section of the NEMA GENERATION ALLOCATION table

E. CUMULATIVE GENERATION: This value is always equal to viewing the Channel C values for all of the electric meter
accounts in the arrangement, and it is only allocated to electric meter accounts that have usage. Since there is usage on
only one of the electric meter accounts, the CUMULATIVE GENERATION value for this period is -576.

F. PREVIOUS ALLOCATION: Since this is the first billing cycle in the NEMA arrangement, there is no previous allocation,
which makes the values in these boxes zero.
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G. TOTAL CUMULATIVE GENERATION, CUMULATIVE ALLOCATION, and ALLOCATION GENERATION: Since there is
only usage on the generator account and because it is the first billing cycle in the NEMA arrangement, all of the values
for the generator account are equal to -576, and all of the values for the benefitting account are equal to zero. However,
the TOTAL CUMULATIVE GENERATION value for the benefitting account is also equal to -576 since the TOTAL
CUMULATIVE GENERATION captures all of the Channel C values beginning from the first billing cycle.
Month 2

Usage Section of the NEMA GENERATION ALLOCATION table

A. BILLING PERIOD USAGE
o Generator Account: The sum of the Channel A values in the BILLING ENERGY table of the generator account
is equal to 401 (95 + 292 + 14).

o

Benefitting Account: This month, the pump had usage. This is now displayed in CURRENT MONTH METER
INFORMATION table. The sum of the Channel A values is equal to 140 (2 + 138 + 0).
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B. CUMULATIVE USAGE
o Generator Account: By adding this month’s usage from the BILLING PERIOD USAGE value (401) with the
previous month’s BILLING PERIOD USAGE value (402), the electric meter account has a cumulative usage of
803.
o Benefitting Electric Account: Since this is the first month of usage for this electric meter account on NEMA, the
CUMULATIVE USAGE value is equal to the BILLING PERIOD USAGE value (140).
C. TOTAL CUMULATIVE USAGE: The sum of the CUMULATIVE USAGE values of all of the electric meter accounts in the
arrangement for this billing period is 943 (803 + 140).
D. ALLOCATION PERCENTAGE: Now that there is usage on more than one of the electric meter accounts in the
arrangement, the ALLOCATION PERCENTAGE has calculated values. As a reminder, this percentage is equal to the
value in the CUMULATIVE USAGE table divided by the value in the TOTAL CUMULATIVE USAGE table. Note that the
sum of all the ALLOCATION PERCENTAGE values will always equal to 100%.
o Generator Account: This value is equal to 803 divided by 943, which is 85.15%.
o Benefitting Account: This value is equal to 140 divided by 943, which is 14.85%.
Generation Section of the NEMA GENERATION ALLOCATION table

E. CUMULATIVE GENERATION: As mentioned previously, this value is obtained by adding the Channel C values of all the
electric meter accounts in the arrangement. For this month, the sum of all the Channel C values is equal to (-541) + (196) = -737. As a reminder, this value will always be the same for all of the electric meter accounts in the arrangement.
o Generator Account: Viewing the Channel C values in the BILLING ENERGY table, the value is -541 [(-96) + (419) + (-26)].
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o

Benefitting Account: Viewing the Channel C values in the CURRENT MONTH METER INFORMATION table,
the value is -196 [(-35) + (-151) + (-10)].

F. TOTAL CUMULATIVE GENERATION: This value is equal to the sum of the CUMULATIVE GENERATION value and all
of the values in the PREVIOUS ALLOCATION fields. Since there has only been allocation to the generating electric
meter account so far, the TOTAL CUMULATIVE GENERATION value is equal to -1,313 [(-737) + (-576) + (0)].
G. PREVIOUS ALLOCATION:
o Generator Account: The previous month allocated -576 to this electric meter account.
o Benefitting Account: Since there was no usage on this electric meter account in the previous month, no credits
were allocated to it, which makes the value for this month equal to zero.
H. ALLOCATION GENERATION:
To obtain this value for each electric meter account in the arrangement, the following formula is used:
ALLOCATION GENERATION =
[(ALLOCATION PERCENTAGE) X (TOTAL CUMULATIVE GENERATION)] – PREVIOUS ALLOCATION
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o

Generating Account:

o

I.

ALLOCATION PERCENTAGE: 85.15% = .8515
TOTAL CUMULATIVE GENERATION: 1,313
PREVIOUS ALLOCATION: -576
(.8515) X (-1313) – (-576) = -542

Benefitting Account:
- ALLOCATION PERCENT: 14.85% = .1485
- TOTAL CUMULATIVE GENERATION: 1,313
- Previous Allocation: 0
- (.1485) X (-1313) – (0) = -194.98 = -195

CUMULATIVE ALLOCATION: This value is calculated by adding the PREVIOUS ALLOCATION value with the
ALLOCATION GENERATION value.
o Generator Account: The PREVIOUS ALLOCATION value (-576) plus the ALLOCATION GENERATION value (542) equals to -1,118.
o Benefitting Account: The PREVIOUS ALLOCATION value (-195) plus the ALLOCATION GENERATION value
(0) equals to -195.

Month 3

Usage Section of the NEMA GENERATION ALLOCATION table

A. BILLING PERIOD USAGE
o Generator Account: It is equal to the Channel A value located in the BILLING ENERGY table, which is 564.
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o

Benefitting Account: It is equal to the Channel A value located in the CURRENT MONTH METER INFORMATION
table, which is 1,353.

B. CUMULATIVE USAGE
o Generator Account: By adding this month’s usage from the BILLING PERIOD USAGE value (564) with the
previous month’s CUMULATIVE USAGE value (803), the electric meter account has a CUMULATIVE USAGE of
1,367.
o Benefitting Account: By adding this month’s usage from the BILLING PERIOD USAGE value (1,353) with the
previous month’s CUMULATIVE USAGE value (140), the electric meter account has a CUMULATIVE USAGE of
1,493.
C. TOTAL CUMULATIVE USAGE: The sum of the CUMULATIVE USAGE values of all of the electric meter accounts in the
arrangement is 2,860 (1,367 + 1,493).
D. ALLOCATION PERCENTAGE: Since there is now more CUMULATIVE USAGE on the pump than at the house, the
allocation percentage has shifted. Now that there is more CUMULATIVE USAGE at the pump, more credits will be
allocated to it.
o Generator Account: This value is equal to 1,367 divided by 2,860, which equals 47.80%.
o Benefitting Account: This value is equal to 1,493 divided by 2,860, which equals 52.20%.
Generation Section of the NEMA GENERATION ALLOCATION table
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E. CUMULATIVE GENERATION: For this billing period, the sum of all the Channel C values is equal to -1,152 [(-60) + (1,092)].
o Generator Account: Viewing the Channel C value in the BILLING ENERGY table, the value is -60.

o

Benefitting Account: Viewing the Channel C value in the CURRENT MONTH METER INFORMATION table, the
value is -1,092.

F. TOTAL CUMULATIVE GENERATION: This value is equal to the sum of the CUMULATIVE GENERATION and all of the
values in the PREVIOUS ALLOCATION fields. For this period, the TOTAL CUMULATIVE GENERATION value is equal to (1,152) + (-1,118) + (-195) = -1,313.
G. PREVIOUS ALLOCATION:
o Generator Account: The previous billing period allocated -1,118 to this electric meter account.
o Benefitting Account: The previous billing period allocated -195 to this electric meter account.
H. ALLOCATION GENERATION:
ALLOCATION GENERATION =
[(ALLOCATION PERCENTAGE) X (TOTAL CUMULATIVE GENERATION)] – PREVIOUS ALLOCATION

o

Generator Account:
- ALLOCATION PERCENTAGE: 47.80% = .4780
- TOTAL CUMULATIVE GENERATION: -2,465
- PREVIOUS ALLOCATION: -1,118
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o

(.4780) X (-2,465) – (-1,118) = -60.27 = -60

Benefitting Account:
- ALLOCATION PERCENTAGE: 52.20% = .5220
- TOTAL CUMULATIVE GENERATION: -2465
- PREVIOUS ALLOCATION: -195
- (.5220) X (-2,465) – (-195) = -194.98 = -1,091.73 = -1,092

I.

CUMULATIVE ALLOCATION:
The CUMULATIVE ALLOCATION table is calculated by adding the PREVIOUS ALLOCATION value with the ALLOCATION
GENERATION value.
o Generator Account: The PREVIOUS ALLOCATION (-1,118) plus the ALLOCATION GENERATION value (-60) equals
-1,178.
o Benefitting Account: The PREVIOUS ALLOCATION value (-195) plus the ALLOCATION GENERATION value (1,092) equals -1,287.
Month 12 (True-Up)
DOB of Generator Account

Once you have arrived to the True-up, there are a few things to keep in mind:
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1. There is a notice which says “Annual True-Up” beneath the service dates. This appears on both the generator account
and all of the benefitting accounts.
2. The second paragraph of page 1 clarifies that all unpaid energy charges, taxes and/or fees are due at this time. This
applies primarily to residential and small commercial customers as their energy charges are reconciled annually.
NEMA Allocation Table and Allocation Generation Table Review

Month 1234567111 (House)

9876554333 (Pump)

1

-576

0

2

-542

-195

3

-60

-1,092

4

-307

-766

5

-325

-769

6

-432

-636

7

-479

-431

8

-554

-463

9

-674

-470

10

-530

-202

11

-436

-57

12

-368

10

Here is the final NEMA allocation calculation with a table that shows the allocation of the exported power to each electric
meter account in the arrangement. A few highlights:
•

Although there was fluctuation in usage, the CUMULATIVE USAGE of the two electric meter accounts is almost the
same (51.02% vs. 48.98%)
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•

Since the CUMULATIVE USAGE was roughly the same, the CUMULATIVE ALLOCATION is also almost the same (-5,283
vs. -5,071)

This is a good example of a balanced NEMA arrangement. However, this experience will differ depending on the usage of all
the electric meter accounts in the arrangement.
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